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Figure 1. Setup of SABRE: A crystal is directly coupled to 2 PMTs and placed inside a copper
enclosure (shown on the left). This detector module will be placed inside the liquid scintillator
veto, a stainless steel vessel equipped with PMTs and filled with pseudocumene (photograph on
the right, assembly in the middle).

Improved Performance
To improve the overall performance of the experiment compared with DAMA, SABRE plans to
directly couple two 3” photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) to the crystal as shown in Figure 1 on the
left. The PMTs will have a high quantum efficiency (∼ 35%) combined with the lowest possible
background. Our collaboration with Hamamatsu Japan has already resulted in PMTs with a
low radioactivity of ∼ 3 mBq/PMT U, ∼ 0.5 mBq/PMT Th, Co and ∼ 2 mBq/PMT K [10], the
R11065-20 series. Additional improvements are currently in development, which are expected
to further reduce the total radioactivity by a factor of ∼ 10 and might also improve the overall
stability of the PMTs.

To reduce afterglow in the PMTs, we plan on running them on a significantly lower voltage
where the afterglow noise is at a lower level than random coincidences of dark counts. This is
possible due to cold preamplifiers developed by our collaborators at LNGS, Italy.

Lower Background
The most dangerous isotope in terms of background is 40K since one of its decay channels emits
3 keV X-ray/Auger electrons, which produce events right in the region of interest at 2–6 keV.
The 3 keV electron is accompanied by a 1.46 MeV gamma, which can be used to identify and
ultimately veto these events. DAMA partially removes these events by only allowing single
crystal events to contribute to their signal However, the outer crystals in particular are not well
covered, leaving a significant background contribution in the region of interest.

SABRE plans to reduce such background contributions by submerging the detector module(s)
into a 1.4 m dia. × 1.5 m cylindrical liquid scintillator veto as shown in Figure 1. The
liquid scintillator Veto (right) is a low-radioactivity stainless steel tank containing ∼2 tons
of liquid scintillator (pseudocumene with PPO) viewed by 10 Hamamatusu R5912 PMTs.
The vessel’s inner surface is coated with ETFE to prevent scintillator degradation due to
contact with the stainless steel. The predicted light yield of the liquid scintillator veto is
0.22 photoelectrons/keVee with a Lumirror liner on the inner surface[11]. The veto vessel will
be further shielded from external radiation by a combination of lead, water, and polyethylene.

Expectations
Geant4 [12] simulations were used to estimate what to expect from SABRE in terms of
background and sensitivity. It was assumed that the crystals will have the same purity as found
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Stawell Underground Physics Laboratory
SUPL will be the first underground laboratory in the southern hemisphere and is located
∼ 240 km west of Melbourne. A part of a working gold mine will be converted into the lab
and the chosen site is ∼ 1.02 km deep with a flat overburden, corresponding to ∼ 3 km water
equivalent (similar to LNGS). Electricity and optical fibers are already available and the lab can
be reached by car or truck. Construction is planned for 2016 and it is foreseen that detectors
can start to be set up beginning of 2017.

Collaboration
The current SABRE collaboration consists of around 30 members primarily from Princeton
University (USA), INFN (Italy), and different universities in Australia; no member of the DAMA
collaboration is directly involved in SABRE.

4. Conclusion
Interpreting DAMA’s modulations as a WIMP signal is in tension with the results of other
experiments. Since those experiments use a different target, an independent experiment using
NaI(Tl) crystals like DAMA is needed and planned with the SABRE experiment. The necessary
ultra-high-purity crystals are currently in preparation. A lower than DAMA background is
planned to be achieved by using high-purity materials and an active veto. A higher light yield
and lower threshold is expected due to improved, pre-amplified PMTs, which are directly coupled
to the crystal A proof-of-principle is currently in preparation at LNGS. Preparations for two
full-scale twin detectors started, which will be located at LNGS (Italy) and SUPL (Australia).
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